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Know Your Audience

Do you manage feature requests?

Are your stakeholders internal or external?

Do you have more things to work on than time?

Do you need better ways to prioritize your work?



Know Your Presenter

I’ve been building web applications for twenty years.

I lead a team of 25 amazing web developers and 
designers right here in Columbia, SC.

I write or review code and designs every day.

My passion is building stuff.





Customers In 149 Countries



Minimum 
Viable 
Product
When we launched 

Cognito Forms, it had 

an amazing form 

building experience and 

let you build, publish 

and manage entries, but 

not much else.



Managing 
Feature 
Requests

2. Triage

3. Cleanup

4. Review
&

Assess

5. Develop
&

Promote

1. Ask For 
Feedback

5 steps to controlling 

the chaos of customer 

feature requests
Feedback 

Loop



Step 1:
Ask For 
Feedback
We started by creating a 

Trello board with a list of 

our own ideas for 

essential missing 

features





Be 
Prepared 
to Listen
As you can see, 

More Features
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More Feature Requests
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Never Be 
Afraid to 
Ask
We even asked for 

feedback on our “plans” 

for “paid plans”.

While we did not get as 

many up-votes for this 

feature as others, we 

received 29 detailed 

comments that 

significantly shaped our 

plans before release!



Step 2:
Triage

50% of “bugs” are 
really “how to” 
questions

50% of “feature 
requests” are really 
“how to” questions

50% of “how to” 
questions end up 
being “bugs” or 
“feature requests”

Not all feature requests 

are feature requests.

Bugs

How To

Feature

Requests



Track Good 
Ideas
Triage incoming 

feedback to find new 

unique merit-worthy 

suggestions or 

refinements to existing 

ideas.  

Then add the idea to 

the board and ask your 

customers to up-vote 

their own great idea.



Step 3:
Cleanup
Just like a kid’s messy 

room, sometimes you 

have to step back and 

put things in their place.  

A shelf full of 

disorganized feature 

requests is no different.



Consolidate 
& 
Refine
Do not delete duplicate 

features, merge them to 

make them better.

Step back a bit and see 

how smaller ideas can 

be combined into 

requirements for a 

larger feature.

Group features into 

logical areas and be 

concise with titles to 

facilitate scanning.



Step 4:
Review & 
Assess
At some point, you must 

decide what to do next.

Choose wisely, because 

the more features you 

choose, the less you will 

accomplish.

Always engage the 

product development 

team in the selection 

process



Step 5:
Develop & 
Promote
Identify a limited 

number of features to 

promote to In Progress.

Work on as little as possible

Note the lack of scroll bars

Release as often as possible



Track Your 
Progress
Remember that what 

you have already done 

is much more important 

than what you have not 

done.

Features that are in 

production are much 

more valuable to your 

customers than ideas.

Seeing what you have 

accomplished explains 

why you have not 

gotten around to the 

rest.



Communicate
Why bother releasing a 

feature if no one knows 

about it!

Tell your customers, 

throw a party, bring out 

the band, shout it from 

the rooftops!

Blog posts are an excellent forum for promoting the 

value of a new feature. 



Communicate
While you may build 

features to attract new 

customers, you existing 

customers are still your 

primary audience.

Let them quickly know, 

within you product, that 

new features are 

available, and how to 

use them!

In-app messages quickly alert your customers—just don’t 

be annoying with them.



Communicate
Email is still a great way 

to communicate.

Of course you can 

promote on social 

media as well, but a 

personalized email with 

simple “calls to action” 

and the opportunity to 

just reply to provide 

feedback is very 

powerful.

Email is still relevant.  

Let your customers know about new features, and Ask For 

Feedback again!



Fluffy 
Puppy?
Thus ends the fluffy 

feel-good portion of this 

presentation.

Managing high-level 

marketable features is 

fun, but it is also just the 

beginning.



Managing 
Releases
A few big ideas require 

thousands of small 

decisions.

Avoid getting lost in the 

details, but make sure 

you know the details.

Feature Boards

Release Boards

1. Backlog

2. Hotfixes 3. Feature Releases



1. Backlog
Where everything goes 

to die…



Deliberate 
Triage
Internal ideas, bugs, 

tiny feature requests, 

and random thoughts all 

get sent to triage.

The team reviews these 

once a week and 

promotes them to 

release boards or 

relegates them to 

backlog.

Nothing can be left in 

triage—promote or die.

In the heat of battle, don’t think to too hard—just create 

the card and send it to triage.

Backlog

Hotfixes

Feature Release



Ignore 
Backlog
If it is important, it will 

come up again.

If the feature is critical for 

your stakeholders, they 

will keep letting you 

know.

Bugs are features too—

your support load will let 

you know what is 

important.

But don’t forget to search 

your backlog before 

adding new stuff.



2. Hotfixes
If you release perfect 

software, you took too 

long making it perfect!

Avoid technology debt 

by releasing early and 

often, but be prepared 

to work quickly to 

resolve issues.



Hotfix 
Drivers
In between feature 

releases, there are 

invariably surprises that 

affect enough 

customers to make 

them important.

Hotfixes are largely 

driven by issues 

reported by customers 

through support, as well 

as proactive diagnostic 

monitoring of errors and 

performance.

Triage

Support

Diagnostics



Release 
Workflow
Critical issues get 
promoted to In 
Progress.

As developers and 
designers check in 
fixes, they promote 
cards to Ready for 
Testing.

Staging deployments 
automatically promote 
cards to Testing.

Cards then cycle 
through Failed Testing 
or become Ready For 
Release.

In Progress

Ready For Testing

Failed Testing

Ready For Release

Testing



Test Cases
During development, 

feature cards have 

requirements.

Cards promoted to 

Testing must have Test 

Cases.

Failures during testing 

get recorded similarly.

Once all Test Cases and 

Failures are resolved, 

cards are promoted to 

Ready For Release.



Release 
Archiving
When hotfixes role out 

to production, the entire 

Ready For Release lane 

moves to the Release 

Archive board.

This effectively clears 

out the Production 

board, except for some 

potential lingering In 

Progress items.

Release boards should 

be both clean and 

temporary.



3. Feature 
Releases
Where the rubber meets 

the road.

If you do not manage 

this process correctly 

you either fail to release 

or wish you hadn’t.



Release 
Boards Are 
Transient

For each release we:

1. Create a brand-spanking new release 
board, which is green because it is 
going places.

2. Fork our product to prevent overlap 
with hotfixes and the occasional 
parallel feature development.

3. Put as few features as possible on the 
board, and then beef them up with 
requirements.

You must know when 

you are done!

Avoid adding stuff along 

the way, or you will find 

yourself on a treadmill, 

going nowhere fast.



Track 
Progress
Include enough detail in 

your release 

management process to 

ensure you know when 

you have finished 

implementing a feature.

Avoid adding 

requirements to a 

feature.

Consider removing 

requirements to are not 

essential to the feature 

release.



Test & 
Release!!!
Similar to hotfixes, 

promote and test until 

everything is Ready For 

Release.

Then do not be afraid to 

pull the trigger and 

release your labor of 

love to be embraced by 

your customers!

Finally, archive your 

release board and start 

over with a clean slate.

1. Create Feature 

Release From Ideas

4. Archive 

Everything 

3. Deploy to 

Production

2. Build & Test

5. Repeat



Recap

1. Transparently engage with your 
stakeholders.

2. Release early and often.

3. Ignore backlog and stay focused.

4. Find a process that works for your 
team.



Questions?
Always remember that 

product development is 

a race.

• You must push 

yourself to be 

competitive.

• You must pace 

yourself to not burn 

out.

• You are on a track, 

going in circles—start 

and finish lines are 

arbitrary.



Converge
Feedback
Provide feedback about 

your experience at 

ConvergeSE and 

register to win an Apple 

Watch!

convergese.com/feedback



A Better 
Form 
Builder
Built by web people for 

web people.

cognitoforms.com


